Researcher (TV-L 13) in law/ PhD student

The Center for Interdisciplinary Labour Law Studies (C*LLaS) is a vibrant hub for academic research about law, labour and society at the European University Viadrina in Frankfurt (Oder). Our goal is to inform current public and academic debates by producing high-quality legal research grounded in theory and empirical data.

We are looking to hire a legal academic from April 2020. You will be given the opportunity of qualifying and writing a PhD in the area of labour law, gender and law, law and society. Extension of the contract is possible.

About the position

The main tasks of this job include:

- Development and implementation of your own doctoral project; independent academic work including publication;
- Academic teaching (2h/week);
- Assistance with management and projects, including events and communication;
- Cooperation in drafting academic publications;
- Participation in self-administration tasks of the university.

Job requirements:

- You have an above-average degree in law and good knowledge of labour law, gender and law, law and society or the law of the European Union;
- You have an interest in interdisciplinary work and experience in managing projects in academia or other field and leadership skills;
- You are willing to enroll at a PhD at European University Viadrina;
- You have excellent writing skills in English, good knowledge of German and will be able to teach in German language within 1,5 years.

What we offer:

- Position of “Akademische Mitarbeiter*in” for 20h/week;
- Salary of 50% of 13 TV-L, according to Brandenburg regulations;
- Workplace at an international university, in Frankfurt (Oder);
- Collaboration with an interdisciplinary team of researchers and partners;
- Excellent academic development opportunities.

In case of any questions about the position, please email at kocher@europa-uni.de

Applications until 31. March 2020: bewerbung@europa-uni.de. Keyword “1115-20-01”.